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After 12 years of #1 ranking as
the best regional college in the
Midwest, excluding 2018, Taylor
was ranked #2 in 2021 by the U.S.
News & World Report Survey.
This year, Taylor follows Cottey
College, a private women’s college in Missouri with 256 students. This ranking marks the
24th year Taylor has ranked in
the top 10 universities of the Midwest region.
The survey is based on six categories including student life, tuition and financial aid, campus,
academics, admissions and total
enrollment. The 2021 determining categories are different from
previous years which emphasized
student excellence.
Taylor’s shift from #1 does not
reflect an internal change, but
rather a change in the way this
survey is conducted.
“Taylor’s performance remains
superior and nearly unchanged
from last year,” Steve Dayton, institutional research analyst said.
“What has changed, however, is
the publication’s de-emphasis on

performance indicators such as
student excellence. . .preliminary
study finds no conspicuous factor
to explain our #2 standing.”
According to Dayton, Taylor
scores higher in most categories
such as student life, and academics, excluding financial and faculty resources.
On Sept. 13th, U.S. News &
World Report debuted their 2020
American university survey results. Taylor released a statement
early Sept. 14th highlighting the
university’s ranking in other areas within the survey.
• Best Value Schools: #11 for
Midwest Regional Colleges
• Most Innovative: #5 for
Midwest Regional Colleges
• Best Und ergraduat e
Teaching: #4 for Midwest
Regional Colleges
Within the recent survey, Taylor’s results were:
• Student Life: 90% live on
campus
• Tuition and Financial Aid:
$36,535 total cost, average
family cost of $24,306
• Campus: 250 acres, 77%
of students with a car on
campus
• Academics: Student-faculty ratio of 13:1
• Admissions: Acceptance
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Changing criteria in the U.S. News & World Report Survey bumps Taylor from ranking No. 1 to ranking No. 2

rate of 68%
Total Enrollment: 2,173
students
“Historically, Taylor has been a
head-first University where generations of young men and women have come to be mentored in
our discipleship-oriented program by our world class faculty
for careers ranging from technology and medicine to filmmaking,
teaching, and ministry. We are
grateful to God for this external
affirmation of our program for
•

nearly a quarter of a century,” Dr.
Paige Comstock Cunningham, Interim President, said in the statement released by the university.
Michael Hammond, Provost
and Executive Vice President
echoed this sentiment.
He said that Taylor has continually stood out as one of the best
Christain liberal arts colleges in
the nation, however the difference in ranking this year does not
reflect Taylor’s internal progress.
“The data from this year’s

Student termination sparks controversy
IWU, Taylor consider
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study show that Taylor is actually improving in most scoring
areas,” Hammond said. “The difference between the number one
and number two colleges was
only one point on their composite scale. Even though these
accolades are welcome and we
celebrate them, we are more enthusiastic about the consistent
pursuit of Taylor’s mission and
the excellent faculty and staff
who make this work possible.”
echo@taylor.edu

Holly Gaskill

Co-Editor in Chief
With the termination of Indiana
Wesleyan University (IWU) junior
Zebulun Knuteson’s employment
at the university, the campus
has been working through difficult conversations about faith
and sexuality.
According to K nuteson’s
statement on Instagram, he
had been working as an assistant resident director on campus for several weeks before
the new university vice president, Mark DeMichael, fired
Knuteson. The notice of termination, he said, came after he
had inquired about how much
he could share about his sexuality with others.
Knuteson wrote that he had
been willing to suppress sharing his personal views, but
that DeMichael said Knuteson
would be unable to uphold the
Wesleyan Church’s core beliefs
against homosexuality.
Knuteson also wrote in the
post that DeMichael said the
conflicting views had not been
addressed during the hiring
process, however, Knuteson
said he had been forthright
with his direct supervisors, who
were the previous university
vice president, the dean of residential living and his resident
director. They had told him
that his sexual identity would
not pose an issue in his role if he
was not pursuing relationships,
which were the same guidelines
given in his previous role as a
resident assistant, Knuteson
wrote in the post.
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IWU students march with flags held high in support for Zebulun Knuteson.

A lthough K nuteson said
he had tried to communicate
with administration, he said
they were unresponsive to the
issue. Consequently, he published an over 700-word statement on Instagram describing
the situation.
“I am not upset that I was
fired, I am not upset that I was
discriminated against for my
sexuality,” Knuteson wrote. “I
am upset that a school claims to
uphold the teachings of Christ
has been blatantly hypocritical
and a student for who they love.”
Following the statement,
which accrued nearly 5,000
likes and 500 comments ranging in reactions.

Those in support of Knuteson
students painted the campus’
spirit rock with the LGBTQ pride
flag. Later, it was painted with
the transgender flag.
However, there were also
many who supported the university’s decision. After the spirit rock was painted rainbow, it
was spray-painted with phrases “It‘s never too late,” “Come
back to the truth” and “Romans
6:23,” which reads, “For the wages of sin is death, but the gift
of God is eternal life in Christ
our Lord.”
Although the IWU administration has responded, they did
not discuss any specific action.
In a video sent to the campus,

President David Wright said
they were reviewing the situation to make sure their non-discriminatory practices were
followed and looking to restore
the relationship.
As stated in their statement
of faith and community lifestyle
statement, homosexuality is a
sin according to scripture and is
prohibited on campus. As stated in their non-discrimination
policy, IWU will not discriminate based on race, color, sex,
national origin, age, disability,
genetic information or veteran,
but is permitted exemptions by
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
for faith discrimination.
During his v ideo to the

campus, Wright directly addressed the university’s policy
on homosexuality.
“Among other requests, I’ve
been specif ically asked to
change the university’s core
theological position on sexual ethics,” Wright said. “Let me
clearly say that IWU is, and will
continue to be, committed to
the biblical sexual ethic outlined in the official teachings
of the Wesleyan Church.”
Wright continued to say that
IWU does not require students
to be a part of the Wesleyan
Church or agree with Wesleyan theology. However, he said
he wants to continue learning
how to exemplify a Christ-centered academic community
with a new task force led by
President of Wesley Seminary
Colleen Derr and Vice President
for Diversity and Inclusion Diane McDaniel.
However, some ca mpu s
groups were left desiring more
than Wright’s response.
“He didn’t really address
the situation,” IWU senior Kay
Fletcher said.
“Similar situations have happened before and people have
been silenced,” IWU junior Shiloh Cabeller said. “They will
continue to unless there is
real action.”
Fletcher and Cabeller are respectively the president and
vice president of IWU’s new
Gender and Sexuality A lliance group, which organized
a protest on Sept. 4. According to Fletcher, 70 students,
community members and staff
walked across campus in rainbow order to deliver a letter to
STUDENT continues on Page 2
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great way to make them louder”
Students register to vote for
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Students register to vote for upcoming election
Students secure
their ballots
Marissa Muljat
Staff Writer

The importance of voting spans
far wider than winning or losing
an election.
Sept. 22 is National Voter Registration Day, a day created to encourage registering to vote and
to spread awareness on the subject of voting. This day brings
up questions such as “Why is
voting important?” and “How
does one go about the registration process?”
Assistant professor of political
science Jakob Miller believes voting is essential and valuable for
U.S. citizens, particularly college
students. He said that it is really
common for people not to vote
because of the thought that their
vote won’t make a difference.
“Does your vote make a difference?” Miller said. “A lot of
the time, no. If you’re voting for
president this election, say, you’re
unlikely to be the vote that decides anything.”
Although it’s easy not to vote
for this very reason, voting is not
all about winners and losers. This
mindset is too narrow-minded because the action of voting
to help a specific candidate win
is just the beginning of the voting process.
Miller explained how one
reason voting is so important
is that it gives citizens better
political coverage and attention. Politicians pay attention
to who voted, and this controls
many different things about
the future.
“Turning up to vote, whether
you win or lose, makes you and
people like you more represented,” Miller said.
For example, say there is only
one person running in a certain
district. A person who is not in favor of that candidate may think
that they should simply stay
home and not vote. Even if a person votes, but not for that candidate, politicians are still able to
analyze the data. They may notice that there were many people in the district who wanted
a different option, but weren’t
given one. So, turning up to vote
can change the voting options of

the future.
Another important aspect of
voting is the civil duty aspect.
When citizens vote, they become
more engaged in politics and
learn more about politics and the
environment in which they live.
Miller explained how political
scientists have conducted studies
on the effects of voting and that
voting can have tremendous impacts on political awareness.
“Just the act of deciding that
you are going to go vote makes
you more attentive and politically aware,” Miller said.
For college students, it may
be overwhelming to start voting
because there is so much going
on in the world of politics, and
it’s hard to know who to vote for
and what each candidate brings
to the table.
Miller encourages students to
become educated on politics in
their county, state and country
so that they may become more
knowledgeable on who to vote
for. He suggested that students
look at the website, “Ballotpedia”
because it provides data and information on various political
candidates. He encourages students from Indiana, specifically, to use the “One More Voice”
website to help navigate which
candidate most represents their
views.
A lack of understanding often causes people, such as college students, to “check out” of
the system, which is why political education is really important,
according to Miller.
“Almost every Taylor student
I’ve ever met has this thing
they care about, a way they
want to make the world better,” Miller said. “If you want
those issues that motivate
you, that you care about to be
heard, voting is a great way to
make them louder”
To help the students of Taylor
register, Miller set up a table inside the student center on Sept.
17. With the provided QR code,
students were brought to an online portal that allowed them to
register to vote.
Miller hoped that this would
help students become more
aware of the need to vote and also
help more Taylor students register to vote.
Junior Keely Burton said that
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With the guidance of Political Science professor Jacob Miller, Kay Rideout scans the link to register to vote.

she registered to vote because of
the special opportunity
Americans have to be given a
say in the people who become
our country, state, and county leaders.
“Our generation has one of
the most important voices in

the election,” said sophomore
Claire Vock.
Miller urges the students of
Taylor University to register to
vote and to know that the effects of voting are not just limited to the voter. People who want
to register to vote should visit

WTUR to soon launch podcasts
Three full and one
audio podcast
to come
Mackenzie Derico
Staff Writer

Taylor’s very own radio station,
WTUR, is entering the exciting
world of podcasts, launching
Oct. 2.
Taylor’s radio station is partnering with the film department
to create three full produced
podcasts and one audio podcast.
While the station is at its climax
in popularity, station manager sophomore Peter Williams is
excited to launch WTUR into the
future.
The student podcasters are
filmed in a fully furnished studio.
After the footage is gained, it goes
into the editing and production
process. The podcast team consists of six full-time staff members, including an art director,
film directors, producers and an
executive producer.
The process for finding the perfect podcast premises and hosts
began with tryouts, a more intense process than that of the
usual WTUR radio shows. Those
who auditioned were narrowed
down to the four shows premiering in early October.
Podcasts will consist of a

variety of genres including comedy, Taylor talk and new information. The four shows premiering
include ‘Bruh Moment,’ ‘Who is
Taylor?,’ ‘You Heard It Here Last’
and ‘Bubble Trouble.’
‘Bruh Moment’ combines entertainment and learning. The show
features senior Wesley Jones, senior Daaron Fleeger and freshman Noah Wheaton. Jones’ job is
to present a topic to their audience while Fleeger and Wheaton
try to derail the conversation.
“There is a two-fold benefit,”
Jones said. “Because the entire
premise is about teaching them,
they might learn something
new, that’s always a plus. And of
course, there is the benefit of entertainment — seeing just how
good Daaron and Noah are at derailing the conversation.”
‘Who is Taylor?’ is hosted by
freshman Johnny Miller. The
show will highlight unique testimonies across campus and will
give students a voice to share
their stories with others.
‘You Heard It Here Last’ features two journalists — sophomore Connor Dollarhite and
junior Kyle Mongoven — at the
site of different historical events.
As journalists they talk about the
event as it occurs, but as the last
to arrive on the scene. They may
be the last reporters to arrive at
the Boston Tea Party, but they
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Kaylee Bornhofer and Carloyn Davis-Truly star as the hosts of “It’s Lame.”

will be coming to you live from
the scene.
‘Bubble Trouble’ is an audio-only podcast with junior Madelyn Ames and sophomore Reilly
LaRose. The focus will be on Taylor culture — whether the topic is
pick-a-dates, the monolith or the
new taco truck.
An episode from each show will
be released on WTUR’s website,
https://www.wturonline.com/
on Oct. 2.

“I think that this will be really engaging content,” Williams
said. “If you want to hear humor
in one night, or if you want to
get serious and hear a different
perspective, or talk about something that is happening on Taylor’s campus from a culture
perspective, we’ve got it all
with the podcast program and
we’re excited to bring it to Taylor’s community.”
echo@taylor.edu

Vote.gov and the site can assist
in helping one register online;
specific voter registration rules
vary by state.
Students who are struggling
with this process are welcome
to contact Miller.
“Voting is worth the time and

effort that it takes,” Miller said.
“You’re part of something larger than yourself. By participating, you make life better for
everyone. It’s a way of loving your
community and loving those
around you.”
echo@taylor.edu

STUDENT continued from

could be kicked out or not. That’s
a really frustrating place to be.”
Streitman was a part of Taylor’s Colleague College in the
fall of 2020, where she sat with
a panel of LGTBQ students and
alumni that answered questions for present faculty. She
has also been an active member of Choros, a group that
exists to have conversations
about sexuality, gender and
faith. The impetus of their
group is to bring a variety of
beliefs and views for thoughtful discussion.
While she said these are encouraging things to be a part
of, Streitman wants to see more
conversations about faith and
sexuality on campus outside of
the group.
President of Choros, senior
Abby Wilson, also encouraged
Taylor students to consider how
they partake in these conversations, especially in light of
IWU’s current conversation.
“I feel like sometimes at Taylor people like to act like there
isn’t anyone who is a part of the
LGBTQ+ community here — and
that is statistically highly unlikely first of all,” Wilson said.
“It’s just right now they don’t
feel safe enough to say anything
publicly. I think if that continues to be the case it could get to
a point where the discontent is
so high it just explodes.”
DeMichael and Knuteson did
not respond to comment about
the situation.
echo@taylor.edu

the administration.
The Gender and Sexuality
Alliance group meets weekly
for those identifying as part of
the LGBTQ community, some of
whom travel from neighboring
Taylor University.
One of these students is sophomore Caleb Goins, who recently started an Instagram
page for an unsanctioned Taylor Gay-Straight Alliance. Goins wants to raise awareness
and create a safe space for
LGBTQ-identifying people on
campus.
“Starting the (Gay-Straight
Alliance) is something that I’ve
been praying about, and then
I saw what IWU was doing and
thought that this is something
our campus needs as well,’” Goins said.
Taylor expresses their stance
toward sexuality and gender in
both the Life Together Covenant
(LTC) and Statement on Human
Sexuality. Officially, Taylor distinguishes a struggle with samesex attraction from homosexual
behavior as two seperate issues.
“I have friends who laugh at
that phrase ‘homosexual behavior’ because if you are homosexual, then everything you do is
homosexual,” senior Miranda
Streitman said. “The language
in the LTC and statements of
Faith are confusing enough
that I have never been certain
on whether or not if I was completely out or super vocal if I

FEATURES

“I have grown tremendously in my love for
teaching and ability to do so.”
Two professors honored for their
leadership at Taylor
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Getting to know student body leaders
Terrell, Craig share
plans for year
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Th e Student Body President
and Vice President, seniors Emmanuel Terrel and Anna Craig,
are seeking to influence the
culture of Taylor University’s
campus with love that knows
no bounds.
After Terrel and Craig were
elected in April of this year, they
knew that their year of service
would be like none before them.
However, they have optimistic
attitudes as they navigate this
new role in these unprecedented times.
“We’re gonna take it as it
comes,” Terrel said.
Terrel and Craig have had to
release many expectations for
this school year, but they see
many new and unique opportunities for growth and community on which they intend
to capitalize.
Neither one of them came
into Taylor with a burning
passion to one day be student
body president or vice president. However, after being
involved in Taylor Student Organizations (TSO) throughout
their first three years, the door
was opened to them, and they
walked through it together.
Craig has a heart for listening and serving, and during her
junior year she began thinking to herself that she might
like to run for a student bodywide leadership position. Having never done anything in
the realm of student council
on this scale, she was unsure
whether she should pursue this
prodding of the heart. That is
until Steve Austin, Head of TSO,
approached her about running.
Terrel’s story is similar, and
he recalls how, before he was
even a student at Taylor, a
mentor from his home in Chicago prophetically told Terrel
that he would be student body
president one day. So when a
near stranger approached him
about running with her, any
previous hesitancy evaporated.
“ When Anna reached out
to me, I felt like it was kind of
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Emmanuel Terrell and Anna Craig feel like they were called to lead in this season of Taylor.

God pushing me into that,” Terrel said.
Thus was the beginning of
this dynamic duo.
Heading into their campaign,
Terrel and Craig wanted a slogan that they were passionate about as people, whether
or not they were elected. Born
out of both their hearts to truly
serve and listen to the student
body, they landed on “One Another,” inspired by Philippians
4:2 and the Taylor Towel.
“It just made sense,” Terrel said. “We wanted to reenforce the mission that Taylor
already had.”
This slogan has been a solid grounding to always come
back to, as stepping into these
leadership roles after an abrupt
end to the previous school year
and a summer that ran rampant with division and uncertainty has been nothing short
of a challenge.
“I just want to listen really well,” Craig said. “because I
don’t have all the answers, and
we don’t have all the answers.”
As a leadership team, they
want to challenge the Taylor
student body to ask themselves
what it looks like to love one

another in the midst of a pandemic, a divisive political season and racial tension. Terrel
and Craig are both people of
color, and they deeply value the
ability to have tough conversations surrounding race.
Reflecting on her first year at
Taylor, Craig spoke of what she
called her “crisis of belonging.”
She was often the only Chinese
person on her wing or in her
classes, and while that was
hard at times, she eventually came to realize that it was
okay to feel different. Craig
didn’t always feel like sh e
belonged, so she wants other Taylor students who may
be feeling the same way she
did to know that they do belong and are welcome here.
Th e Tay lor buzzw ord of
“intentional community ” is
a significant part of Terrel
and Craig ’s v i sion for th e
student body.
“ Fo st e r i n g t h a t d o e sn’ t
fe el li ke our job. In s om e
s en s e it al m o st fe el s li ke
re m i n d i n g p e o p l e o f t h e
j o b t h a t ’s t h e i r s ,” s a i d
Crai g. “ Even i f y ou’re n ot
in a leadership position
you’re capable of fostering

intentional community.”
B o t h Te r r e l a n d C r a i g
model this call well in their
own lives and in their relation ship w ith ea ch oth er.
Terrel commented that their
friendship and coworkership
are not separate, and the duo
is constantly supporting and
encouraging one another.
“It’s just so f luid ,” Terrel
said. “ What we engage with
and how we engage with it is
so much a part of just who
we are.”
That spirit of t eamw ork
and comradery will continue to carry Terrel and Craig
through this challenging
year. They are hoping to organi ze anoth er TU Gath er
event, carr ying it on after
last year’s student body president Sonderquist and vice
president Valentine founded
it. TU Gatherbrings students
together to promote healthy
discussion regarding sensitive issues, and Terrel and
Craig believe that the benefits of this event are needed
now more than ever before.
They also aim to continue
to foster a partner relationship with their sister office,

the O f fice of Intercultural
Programs (OIP.) Terrel and
Craig ’s desire is to prefer OIP
and assist in their mission in
every way they can.
Overall, their advice to the
Taylor student body comes
from Ross Gay’s “Book of Delights”. Gay writes about the
concept of “loitering” as the
nonconsumptive taking up of
space.
“ W hat does it look like
to be a nonproductive d elight?” Terrel said. “ To just
sit and not worry about the
next class, not worr y about
h o m e w o rk . W h a t d o e s i t
lo o k li ke to loit er a littl e
bit longer?”
With the unassuredness of
the rest of this school year,
Terrel and Craig beckon the
student body to press into the
present because any moment
could be the last moment.
They treasure the Taylor
community and want to continue to foster understanding,
unity and love for One Another.
“You don’t love your community because it’s beautiful, it’s
beautiful because you love it,”
Terrel said.
echo@taylor.edu
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Two professors honored for their leadership at Taylor
Diller, Hirschy
receive awards
Emma Moorman
Staff Writer

At Taylor University, it’s not
just the students who are recognized for their excellence.
It’s the faculty as well.
Two Taylor professors —
Kevin Diller, professor of philosophy and religion, and Jody
Hirschy, associate professor
of business, have been recognized within the past year for
the quality of their teaching.
L ast sprin g, D i l l er was
awarded the Distinguished
Professor Award by the Taylor University Alumni Association. And this fall, Hirschy
was the recipient of a ‘Teaching Excellence and Campus
Leadership’ award.
Although thankful for their
awards, they both reflect on
their time at Taylor as a whole
and what brought them to the
place they are at now.
For both Hirschy and Diller,
teaching at Taylor was a calling. Coming from a long line
of teachers, Hirschy always assumed that she too would one
day fill those shoes; she just
didn’t know when.
“I felt clearly called to come
and teach here,” Hirschy said.
“Doors opened up that really
shouldn’t have and I was able
to walk right through.”

Wa l ki n g th ro u g h th o s e
doors then created fifteen
years of teaching and serving
in the Taylor community. And
in those 15 years of teaching,
Hirschy herself has learned a lot.
“I have grown tremendously in my love for teaching and
ability to do so,” Hirschy said.
Wife of a Taylor alumnus
and a mother of two, Hirschy
also considers her students to
be part of her family.
“It’s rewarding for me and
many faculty here at Taylor to
watch our students achieve inherently more and to come into
their own… My whole goal is
to prepare students for kingdom impact through business,”
Hirschy said.
She firmly believes that the
business world is the biggest
mission field.
Hirschy knows that she
works for Taylor by human
standards, but in reality, she
works for the Lord. She wants
students to fulfill their real
job of kingdom work through
their day job as a business
professional.
“That’s the business I’m in,”
Hirschy said. “That’s what gets
me up in the morning.”
Diller, on the other hand, has
experienced Taylor University
as both a learner and an educator. A 1993 Taylor graduate, he
now resides with his wife and
four kids here in Upland. The
oldest of his four kids, Sophia,

is currently enrolled as a freshman, and his other daughter
Naomi is committed to play
soccer at Taylor next fall.
Back in 2009, while Diller
was doing his post doctorate at
Notre Dame, a position opened
up and he reentered the world
of Taylor, this time as a professor, teaching philosophy, world
religions and contemporary
Christian belief.
“I’m absolutely thrilled to
be at Taylor with such amazing colleagues at a place where
so many good students come
who are motivated to grow and
learn,” he said. “Faith in Jesus
is a motivating center for what
they care about, in and out of
the classroom.”
He dubs Taylor as a phenomenal place to serve in ministry
and views his role as a professor as a way to participate in
God’s work.
Much more than a title or
award, Diller expresses what
the most rewarding part of his
job is.
“It’s having the sense that
maybe you have helped a student get a clear idea of who
God is.”
Both Diller and Hirschy
made it a point to say that it
does in fact ‘take a village.’
Their awards reflect not only
them, but a whole community
of people behind them.
“This award, while I’m honored to receive it, is really a

Photograph by Lauren MacDonald

Jody Hirschy received a Teaching Excellence and Campus Leadership award from Taylor.

reflection of the community as a whole,” Hirschy said.
“Nothing is done in isolation.
My colleagues are such a big
part of this. We lift one another up and teach one another
through that.”
With the same mentality, Diller also acknowledges
his deep appreciation for his
colleagues.
“There is a lot more mutual appreciation and trust
in our faculty than might appear,” Diller said. “There are
many other faculty that seem

to be just as deserving of this
award — very gifted and devoted faculty.”
As established members of
the Taylor community both
Diller and Hirschy offer some
advice to the current students,
some life lessons they’ve collected on their journey. Diller encourages students, in a
more practical manner ; to try
and do the hard things first.
In a less practical but more
meaning ful manner, he encourages students to look to
their Creator.

“Rest in your belovedness
and the unfailing commitment of God to your growth
and your identity,” he said.
Hirschy advises students to
be intentional with the gifts
God has given them and to
think through the ‘whats’ and
the ‘whys.’
“God designed each of us
uniquely,” Hirschy said. “The
more you steward your opportunities, the better prepared
you will be to do the work God
has given you.”
echo@taylor.edu
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“Transferring to Taylor also
allowed Nordman to draw closer
to God.”
Transfer students call Taylor home
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Transfer students are calling Taylor home

Personal growth,
building friendships
Lilia Snyder
Staff Writer

Transfer students like sophomores Luke Nordman and
Steven Ryan found a home at
Taylor University through Associate Professor of Computer Science and Engineering
Jeff Cramer helping them feel
welcomed.
Nordman previously attended Indiana Wesleyan University, but realized that the school
was not right for him.
“Some people love it, for sure,
but I just didn’t have what I was
looking for,” Nordman said.
Even before becoming a student at Taylor, Nordman felt
connected to the community
from visiting Taylor frequently since his brother also went
there. Everybody he met was
friendly and the community made Taylor feel like home.
Nordman knew he was meant
to be there.
“Ever y time I came, I
just loved the community, and everybody’s so nice

and welcoming here,” Nordman said.
Some of Nordman’s first impressions when he visited Taylor was that he liked how the
landscape was open and that
it did not feel congested. The
open door policy, an idea that
some floors have where one
should leave their door open
to increase community, was another thing Nordman appreciated because he liked how having
the door to his room be open allows you to build relationships
with your wing or floor.
Transferring to Taylor also allowed Nordman to draw closer
to God.
“The first night I was here, I
went off to a field and looked at
the stars to get away and talk to
God for a while, and that’s been
huge for me,” Nordman said.
One big lesson that Nordman
would take away from transferring to Taylor was that he realized this was a place that he is
truly happy at.
When Ryan applied for college, Taylor was his first choice
and he even played football for
the Trojans freshman year, but
ended up quitting and chose to

photo provided by Nathaniel Boer

SHOW OF THE WEEK
Trash Talk
Stephanie Gianopulos and
Jenny Orellana
Mondays at 8 p.m.

Trash Talk
Where the jokes just aren’t worth recycling. Born from two friends that
wished to have a radio show together
and ran with it. The two can be found
on Monday nights sitting across each
other at 8 p.m. just shooting the breeze
and telling jokes. Fun fact, they are the
only show in WTUR history known to
have embroidered their own shirts.

attend Wheaton since he lives
around the area. After being
at Wheaton for a little while,
Ryan felt like it was not the right
school for him, and Taylor had a
better opportunity with regard
to his major which is film.
Ryan knew about Taylor for a
long time, and he always liked
the school.
“When I visited my sophomore year of high school, I
liked it; both my parents went
there so even in middle school,
I knew about Taylor,” Ryan said.
“I always kind of thought, I’d
end up here. But then when I
got here, I’d say the people were
really friendly.”
Transferring to Taylor during
the COVID-19 pandemic was a
concern for Ryan along with financials and his rooming situation, especially since he was
late to the process, but he was
thankful it worked out.
Throughout this transition,
he grew close to people on his
wing and learned a lot about
balancing life and faith.
For about eight years, Cramer has helped transfer students
feel like they are a part of the
Taylor community.
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Luke Nordman and Steven Ryan transition into life as Taylor students.

Being the coordinator of
the foundational curriculum,
he has had the opportunity to
work with transfer students by
approving transfer classes so
they are able to bring in credits from another institution that
could count for foundational
core classes.
Choosing which classes to
count for credit has been challenging for Cramer since he

#

Song Title

1

You Better Believe!!!

Declan Mckenna

2

Congratulations

Winnetka Bowling Club

3

It Ain’t Easy

Delta Spirit

4

Nobody Gets Me

Wallows

5

cycle

Smallpools

6

ok on your own

mxmtoon

Artist

7

Agreeable

Cautious Clay

8

Post Humorous

Gus Dapperton

9
10

Coin
Caution

The Killers

Kamryn Koble
Every once in a while I have
to pause and mourn the loss

photo provided by Declan Mckenna

TOP OF THE SOURCE
TOP SONG REVIEW
You Better Believe!!! by Declan
Mckenna
This is our top song of the week, and
for good reason. The Astroworld of
punk rock: this song teleports you to a
new dimension. Written when Mckenna was reading Homo Deus, a futurist
book, the song boasts one the dopest
lines in the modern era, “the fastest
gun in the solar system.” Which ironically is also how the ladies describe
me. The song takes you on an emotional trip with its intense crescendos
and unique mixing creating the perfect dystopian punk opera you never
knew existed.
For fans that like: Gooey by Glass
Animals or any song by Trash Panda
This week’s review by: Nathaniel
Boer

BACHELOR AND
BACHELORETTE
Hannahy Wilson

Gary Winthrop

Senior
@KamrynKoble

welcomed and feel that they are
meant to be at Taylor. He has
loved seeing transfer students
flourish over the years.
“I have seen many transfer
students arrive to a welcoming, caring community that
embraces transfer students
and acknowledges all that they
bring to our community,” Cramer said.
echo@taylor.edu

TheWeekly

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS

has to decide whether it fits
within the foundational core
curriculum.
“There is a fine line between
accepting transfer courses, because you want to help the student, but also protecting our
foundational core in the unique
things we’re trying to do,” Cramer said.
Cramer has a heart for students and wants them to feel

Freshman
A fun fact about him is that

She has 6 wisdom teeth so she
may or may not be extra wise.
out!

iced tea and wraps #rip
#tayloru
Taylor Esports
@Taylor_Esports

This Saturday Night at 8:00
PM we are hosting a virtual
Among Us Game Night! Invite
some friends and hop in the
Taylor Esports Discord for a
fun night of games with fellow
students! #TaylorEsports
#TaylorUniversity #TaylorU
#Gaming #AmongUs

Hashtag
#TaylorU to any of your
Taylor-related tweets
to have them featured
in next week's paper!

Election 2020 Discernment 8-9:30 p.m.
of Media and Bias Panel

@thebooth_tu
on Instagram

9/22

Student Voter Values
Caucus

9 p.m.

10/21

Christian Nationalism &
Election 2020 Lecture

7 p.m.

9/28

3rd Presidential Debate
Viewing

9 p.m.

10/22

1st Presidential Debate
Viewing

9 p.m.

9/29

Q Union – Compassion
and Conviction

8 p.m.

10/27

Voter Mobilization Day

____

10/12

Justin Giboney and
Michael Wear Visit

TBA

10/28

2nd Presidential Debate
Viewing

9 p.m.

10/15

Voting Transportation
Service

7 a.m. 5 p.m.

11/3

Fun & Games
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Episode 3: Peace

envy, it does not boast, it is
s not self-seeking, it is not
e does not delight in evil
ects, always trusts, always

Note: This is not the only solution.

This one’s just about peace. Get a drink from the Jumping
Bean, grab your big wieghted blanket and calm down to some
relaxing coloring. Often we find God when we are finally
able to quiet ourselves. However, after you’ve done that, you
might want to help me out a bit! As you may have guessed,
next week is all about patience, so we’re compiling a list of
things that may have got you to lost your patience, as well as
potential remedies for them! If you can think of any that are
worth sharing, send them to me at sodi_kroehler@taylor.edu.
Above all though, have a very peaceful rest of your week!

Lexi Fisher

HAIRSTYLIST

Craig & friends hair salon
19 W. Wright ave upland
located right next to Taylor!
Call Craig & friends: 765-998-7192
call or text lexi: 765-300-5764

A&E

“It’s a non-stop thrill ride that proves the
theater-going experience isn’t dead.”
‘Tenet’ brings a unique twist to t
ime travel movie trope
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Chorale works with IWU in first performance
Adaptations made
for COVID-19
Hailey Hendricks
A&E Editor

A long pause with heart racing right before the music begins. A singular breath taken
by the whole Chorale followed
by a perfectly pitched first note.
The silence is broken for good.
After an elongated pause from
performing as a group together,
the Chorale’s season of concerts
kicked off, allowing the group to
be making music and worshiping together once more.
The Chorale refused to allow a
time of hardship for many to keep
them from coming together to
perform once more. All the members were eager to be performing
together again for the community.
“I’m just super excited to be
having a concert,” said junior
Hanna Lichacz. “Chorale could
have not existed this semester
(with) all things considered, so
I’m glad there is a concert.”
To meet their preset guidelines for performance, the group
made adaptations to keep the

Photograph by Marissa Muljat

Taylor Chorale held their first performance of the season at Matter Park on Sept. 23.

performers and audience safe.
This concert looked different
based on those guidelines, leading
to the performance being completely outdoors, the group being
spaced apart from one another
and being spaced from the audience, and leading to a change in
location to accommodate a good
amount of people with plentiful
room to social distance.
Going into the concert, the
group faced some roadblocks.
One of the greatest of these

roadblocks included battle audio troubles.
“When you’re in a recital hall,
it’s said to be acoustically perfect,”
said sophomore Franklin Snyder.
“When you’re outside, you have
what is called a dead space.”
Because of this principle, the
group utilized some speakers
and an audio technician to mitigate these problems.
Even with all of these new
principles, they managed to
perform, while collaborating

with the Indiana Wesleyan
University Chorale, for their
first live audience since last
spring. This performance took
place at Matter Park in Marion
on Sept. 23. The location of this
performance was new for many
members since many had never performed at a park before.
While the two schools’ chorale
programs performed at the same
venue, both groups had their
own music sets. They brought
their own repertoires, but they

worked together, through the
communication between the
two program directors, to bring
music alive for this community.
Taylor Chorale’s repertoire
encompassed some old with
the new. Including music from
their canceled Civil Rights Tour
from last spring and new music, the group’s repertoire had
a wide range of variety.
“So, it’s a mix of both,” Lichacz said. “Our spring break
civil rights tour got cancelled
last year because of COVID, so
Dr. Spencer brought back a lot
of old songs that we will be singing this semester, and a few of
them are in the repertoire for
this upcoming concert, and
then some of them are new.”
This music was hand selected to craft a unique message for
the audience. Selecting a variety
of music allowed for many messages of hope to shine from their
performance. The group’s music gave the audience songs that
they can reflect on after leaving
the performance.
“Our music has some great
messages this semester,” Snyder
said. “The first would be that

God is still in control. He has
not fallen off His throne, if you
will, and He is not surprised
by what is happening. He will
walk with us through the darkest valley in peace with Jesus
as our leader.”
Overall, their performance
was filled with joy and peace.
The Chorale gathered together and collaborated with Indiana Wesleyan University’s
Chorale Program. Engaging
a new community of people,
bringing music to these individuals and reminding them
of the reasons to worship, even
in these times of struggles.
“I hope the audience will be
able to take away the fact that
we are still able to worship and
sing praise to God with excellence, even with all the restrictions and adjustments we’ve had
to make this year,” Snyder said.
The Chorale plans to hold
many more concerts this semester. The next one that the
group will perform in, ‘I’ve Got
a Sound,’ will be held Oct. 6 as
a collaboration with the Black
Student Union.
echo@taylor.edu

Marion Philharmonic Orchestra kicks off season outside
Music brought back
at Depot Park
Mer Fenton
Fine Arts Editor

Wind, bugs and sun are not ideal for an orchestra performance,
but for the Marion Philharmonic
Orchestra (MPO,) these are challenges they’ve been taking on for
their 2020 season.
On Sunday, Sept. 20, a string
quintet from MPO performed
an array of classical pieces under the Gazebo in Upland Depot
Park. This performance kicked
off their unconventional season
in a new way.
The MPO season usually commences in late October with the
full ensemble, with thematic costumes encouraged. It then runs
until late spring. Due to COVID-19
however, their last concert was
their Holiday Pops concert in December. Since the break has already stretched on longer than
usual, MPO’s 51st season commenced early.
Occasionally, MPO will hold a
summer concert. They also held
one smaller ensemble show last
season. When thinking creatively about COVID-19, they combined the two, creating a new
sort of experience.

Photograph by Anna Collins

The Marion Philharmonic Orchestra gave a performance outside at Depot Park on Sept. 20.

“It’s very nice to be able to be
out in the community again,” said
Joy Frecker, executive director
of MPO and harp player for the
afternoon.
Frecker has found that the
smaller shows do hold a special
sort of charm for the audience,
and lets MPO’s supporters experience classical music in a new way.
With audience members coming from all over the city of Marion and Grant county, the show

had a good turnout. Many supporters of MPO were happy to
hear the string music again.
Marion local Anne Maddox attends every one of MPO’s shows,
and made sure to make time for
Sundays’ performance despite
her three other commitments
that day.
“I just love classical music,” Maddox said. “And the fact
that they are local and need
our support.”

Many of MPO’s shows are free,
including the outdoor ensembles
that have been held. With this,
they aim for orchestra music to
be accessible to the public. They
traditionally hold multiple shows
throughout the season aimed
at children to get them excited
about the orchestra.
The children’s concert that
is held at the end of September
holds a special place in Fredrick’s
heart. In particular, she loves the

thankyou notes that the elementary and middle schoolers send
back to the sponsors, and the individual interests each take in different instruments.
“If I’m having a bad day, all
I have to do is just read those
thank you notes,” she said. “It is
so heartwarming, and just to see
what they picked up on.”
She remembers how in her
own children’s concert she went
to as a kid, she was fixated on

‘Tenet’ brings a unique twist to time travel movie trope
Blockbuster attempts to
revive movie theaters
Lucas Bertsche
Staff Writer

‘Tenet,’ a wholly original action
spy blockbuster, breathes life into
an industry saturated with recycled and stale ideas.
The film was written and directed by Christopher Nolan, the genius behind modern classics like
‘Inception,’ ‘The Dark Knight’ and,
my personal favorite, ‘The Prestige.’ Needless to say, I was hyped
out of my mind to see this movie.
‘Tenet’ revolves around a CIA
spy recruited by a secret organization to prevent World War III.
Contrary to what one might expect, the looming threat isn’t nuclear holocaust. It’s the collapse
of time. Far in the future, scientists have discovered how to reverse the entropy of a person or
object and send it backwards in
time. These objects then appear
to be moving backwards like
someone hit the rewind button.
They call it time inversion.
“ You’re not shooting the
bullet. You’re catching it,” a

character explains.
“Woah,” the protagonist responds.
Woah is right.
While it may seem confusing
(it is) and sounds like a cheap
gimmick, it’s this concept of time
inversion that really makes ‘Tenet’ unique. Nolan uses it to deliver some truly mind-blowing
sequences. It’s rare to say these
days, but I’ve never seen anything
like this movie.
The action set-pieces are as
epic as they are plentiful. My favorite was a car chase in which
the protagonist starts out moving
forward in time and then gets reversed half-way through. There’s
also a great hand-to-hand combat fight where one character
is moving forward and the other is moving backward in time.
It’s wild.
Another fantastic element to
this movie is the musical score.
Nolan recruited up-and-coming
composer Ludwig Goransson
who recently won an Oscar for
his ‘Black Panther’ score. He also
wrote the incredible theme for
‘The Mandalorian.’ His music for
‘Tenet’ is every bit as good and left
me floored on several occasions.

The performances are all great
too. Robert Pattinson and John
David Washington have wonderful chemistry, and I really loved
their dynamic. Kenneth Branagh
always makes a good villain although he was a bit over-the-top
at times. Surprisingly though, it
was Elizabeth Debicki who stole
the show. Of all the characters, she
had the most emotional depth.
Debicki was also great in the 2018
film ‘Widows,’ and now after ‘Tenet,’ I’m convinced she’s on the path
to becoming a huge star.
Speaking of character, that’s
sadly one of the film’s weakest elements. We know very little about the film’s protagonist
played by John David Washington. In fact, “the protagonist” is
the only name we’re ever given for
him. The protagonist’s partner
Neil (Robert Pattinson) doesn’t
have much depth either beyond
the fact that he’s a witty, British guy. The only character with
any real emotional weight is Kat
(Elizabeth Deckicki.)
The main problem here isn’t
a lack of backstory. The performances are good enough to get
you to root for these people. The

the percussion section and how
that interest continued through
college, getting her interested in
the marimba.
MPO is now holding a similar
outdoor Marimba concert at Depot Park at Oct. 4, both at 3 p.m.
and 6 p.m. They also are rescheduling their children’s concert for
later in April, along with a Disney show in May. The Disney
show will play scores from various movies, accompanied by video clips of the movies of choice.
“So many people will say that
they remember that first children’s concert,” Said Maria Slater, past president and current
member of the MPO board. “Often that leads them to get into
performance themselves. It’s really surprising.”
Even with the scheduling
changes, MPO is doing their best
to accommodate their supporters and continue to provide for
their community, keeping them
connected to the music they love.
They will continue to hold
their shows outside as long as
weather permits, and are continuing to find new ways to adapt
their season in the best ways for
their supporters.
“We are very privileged to have
them,” said Maddox.
echo@taylor.edu

A&E
EVENTS

Ars Machina
Now - Oct. 1
Metcalf Gallery

Marimba
Ensemble

Oct. 4, 3 p.m.
Matter Park
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‘Tenet’ stars Robert Pattinson and John David Washington.

real problem is there’s no internal struggle or emotional arc for
the protagonist.
One of the things that makes
Christopher Nolan’s masterpiece
‘Inception’ so great is the character of Cobb (Leonardo DiCaprio). Throughout that film, we see
Cobb fight to return home to his
kids. He internally struggles with
the fact that he may be responsible for the death of his wife. ‘Tenet’ doesn’t offer anything quite
that compelling.

However, the ending does
make you look at these characters in a different light and was
actually quite emotional. I feel
this could make the characters
more engaging on a rewatch.
While ‘Tenet’ isn’t as perfect as
previous Nolan films. It’s a nonstop thrill ride that proves the
theater-going experience isn’t
dead. Mask up and go see it as
soon as possible.
echo@taylor.edu

‘I Got a Sound’
A Celebration of
Black Artists
Oct. 4, 3 p.m.
TBD

Artist Talk

Oct. 16, 5:45-7 p.m.
Rediger Chapel

Guest Piano Recital
Samuel Rotman
Oct. 30, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Recital Hall

OPINIONS

“You can expect to see more changes,
including bringing back certain items
and options.”
Our View
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The dangers of fast-food politics
Why economic
knowledge is necessary
for political opinions
Sam
Jones

Co-Editor in
Chief

People love fast food.
Not only are people drawn
into the business of low prices and quick service, but customers are also fascinated by
the idea of enjoying a full meal
with little-to-no effort involved
whatsoever.
We will gladly trade quality
for convenience.
Look at the companies that

“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for
a redress of grievances.”
—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

Holly Gaskill
Co-Editor in Chief

Ansley Karey
Managing Editor

Sam Jones
Co-Editor in Chief
Ellie Tiemens
News Co-Editor

Sarah Wordhouse
L&T Co-Editor

run America. McDonald’s, Amazon, Netflix — the list goes on.
As Americans, we’ve found that
we love things handed to us on
silver platters. Spotify beat out
iTunes in the early 2010s based
solely on the business model to
provide people with whatever
they want, whenever they want.
Convenience bias is now
such a large factor in life to the
point where people will pay or
sacrifice however much they
need in order to eat, watch,
obtain or learn whatever they
want, whenever they want.
Unfortunately for America,
this trend has spread to political reform and activism.
More than once during my
time at Taylor, I’ve been in politically-charged conversations.
One question I regularly ask is
this: “What are your feelings on
economic policies?”
A concerning amount of people respond that 1) they don’t
think economics are that important or 2) they just “don’t
care” about economics.
I asked Jakob Miller, assistant
professor of political science,
his thoughts on the subject of
social versus economic issues.

“How do you tell the difference?” Miller said. “We tend
to think of economic issues
in terms of dollar signs. But
economics is so much bigger than that. Economics isn’t
just how money flows. It’s how
goods and values flow. It’d be
hard to find any major social
issue that doesn’t at least involve economics.”
Miller added that many
major social issues we see today are just economic issues
“wrapped up in a bow.”
But we don’t care about economic issues. It’s difficult to
send a simple message about
economics on an NBA jersey, or
in an Instagram story. And it’s
just as difficult to find an economic-oriented catchphrase to
pull out of context when in the
heat of a political debate. “Tax
brackets don’t care about your
feelings” just doesn’t really roll
off the tongue.
“Social issues tend to be
more visible,” Miller said. “But
you miss the slower, more pervasive impact that economic issues have, even when they can
be far greater or even be the
root cause of those same social issues.”
Economic issues offer a bigger picture of how America
operates. But today, laid out
simply, we are able to take certain things for granted.
We’ve come to a point in society where we no longer have
to focus on foundational issues
of economics because we’ve

trainer
Cuts to Chick-fil-A menu changes student dining experience.

Our View

Changes to Taylor dining

Dining and food options experienced some pretty big
changes this semester.
As we’re now several weeks
into the semester, surely most,
if not all students have noticed
the change. Between the student center, the dining commons and the all-new taco
truck, Taylor dining is looking drastically different than
it did a year ago.
Many of the changes made
— mainly in the dining commons — were made for reasons related to COVID-19, such
as social-distanced lines, no
self-served lines and limited
lines for food.
However, other changes
made — mainly in the student center — raised some
eyebrows. The elimination of
Chick-fil-A salads and wraps
seemed to be a point of frustration for many students.
Stephen Olson, associate
vice president of business development and service, spoke
on the updated Chick-fil-A
menu in an email.
“It is true that the CFA has
a slightly more limited menu
right now,” Olson wrote.
“Corporate CFA has given all
licensed stores the option of
reducing their menu for a few
months in order to adapt to
new COVID procedures and to
ensure that speed of service is
not impacted. During second
semester the normal menu
should be back and available
either through meal swipes or
dining dollars.”
It’s hard to argue that

certain changes were inevitable due to the global pandemic. But it’s also hard to
argue that certain changes also made it harder for
some individuals to find a
decent meal.
In the Echo article, “Changes in Dining Commons,”
published on Sept. 15, Olson
spoke on Taylor’s pursuit of
intentional mealtimes.
“We pride ourselves on intentional community and
mealtimes are often a very
intentional time,” Olson said.
The article also detailed
that Taylor dining staff
“worked all summer on a response to the COVID-19 crisis.”
As the semester continues on, the university has
done whatever they can to
ensure that “intentional
community and mealtimes”
are preserved.
At the beginning of the semester, Sarah Wordhouse,
sophomore, found it difficult
to eat in community. She often found herself sitting in
a specially designated part
of the DC — specifically for
those who wished to eat at
“The Zone” — due to her dietary restrictions.
“Food is communal and I
don’t want to eat a meal by
myself,” Wordhouse said in
an interview with the Echo.
“I love Taylor...we just need
to hear each other.”
Since Sept. 15, The Zone has
returned to the DC, allowing
students to eat in community with their peers.
In an email, Olson specified
that these changes were made
primarily in response to student feedback.
“We definitely received

Photograph provided by Taylor University

feedback early in the semester
regarding the allergen-sensitive foods that were formally at the Zone,” Olson wrote.
“We responded to the feedback by placing Zone items
in the Braden room (and
they are still available in the
main lines as well). Any student with special diet needs
can always speak to the chef
or the directors, and they will
do their best to accommodate
those needs.”
However, other changes,
such as a reduced menu at
Chick-fil-A, are still causing
hardships for students.
“As someone with a food allergy to gluten, Taylor dining
was already difficult to navigate, but this year it feels almost impossible to get what
I need from either the DC or
student center,” said Ty Tjoelker, junior. “Some of the options that were taken away
this year, such as the Chickfil-A salad among others,
were staples in my diet.”
Tjoelker continued by saying that cuts in the dining
area made finding essential
nutrients even harder, and
that this year feels “quite different” than past years.
Olson added that feedback
is helpful in navigating the situation, and that, ultimately,
the university is looking out
for the wellbeing of students.
“As we make our way
through the pandemic landscape, you can expect to see
more changes, including
bringing back certain items
and options,” Olson said.
“Please know that we and the
dining directors are very open
to constructive feedback.”
echo@taylor.edu

become so efficient as a society at providing anything and
everything for anyone — should
consumers be able to pay for
the product.
“Humans tend to have an
availability bias,” Miller said.
“We have a limited amount of
time and attention to spend on
things. We have to prioritize.
You can’t learn anything.”
The primary issue with availability bias is that it can be easily skewed. Like Miller said,
prioritizing is key. If an individual neglects to prioritize for
themselves, then that individual will be informed by their
surrounding environment,
whether that be social media,
TV or any news outlet.
We latch on to social issues because they’re relevant,
hot-button and exciting to talk
about. It’s not only a cause of
political sensationalism, but
it’s a marketable tactic used by
companies and corporations.
These corporations have
cracked the code: concentrate social appeal on what Americans are
most passionate about these days,
and make sure that consumers are
aware of your position.
The jackpot is when companies or influencers develop social media “infographics,” able
to be shared on an Instagram
story in a matter of seconds, to
be seen by thousands of other individuals, and then never
thought about again.
Here’s why that code was so
important to crack: American

individuals consume social issues like fast food. We want
someone else to do the work for
us, to tell us what to believe, or
why to believe it.
“With fast food, you can get
your fulfillment in five minutes,
and be on to the next thing,”
said Justin Henegar, assistant
professor of finance.
But a full-course meal takes
several hours of commitment
from the individual, Henegar
added. From a freshly made salad, to a full-blown entree, it’s a
big commitment when compared to fast food.
The same can be said for economic issues. It’s a commitment
to be informed. But as active
voters, we owe it to our country to make the best decisions
we can.
But the beauty of America is
that the right to vote cannot —
and should not — be revoked
for any individual, regardless
of opinion, level of education
or quality of knowledge.
Politics is more than just
heated debates and controversial issues; it’s discussing how
a community should operate,
and amending those operations
that have failed to better said
community.
Ultimately, the burden of information falls to the individual; no one can be forced to be
informed, but the satisfaction
of that full-course meal will
far outweigh the five-minute
fast food.
echo@taylor.edu
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Dr. Sally Schwer Canning
Community and Clinical Child Psychologist
Past Chair of CAPS Board of Directors

On the front lines, Dr. Sally Canning

Join a Psy.D. program with 8 active
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“As a program, boys and girls combined, we’re focusing
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Trojans run in Bullock Invite
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New beginnings for Taylor cheer
Cheer transitions
to a varsity sport
Claire Nieshalla
Staff Writer

Fresh out of college and competitive cheer at Indiana Wesleyan
University, Hannah Kirby is excited to bring her expertise, experience and excitement to the
Taylor cheer team as the new
head coach.
Flashback to the spring, Hannah Kirby’s college cheerleading
team was on the road in Iowa to
compete in nationals when they
received word that they were no
longer allowed to compete due to
COVID-19 precautions.
If there is one thing Taylor University’s new cheerleading coach
learned from her time as a collegiate cheerleader, it is that you
never know when it will be your
last. For Kirby, it was her senior
year of cheer at Indiana Wesleyan University that was suddenly
brought to an end.

Now a 2020 graduate of IWU,
Kirby is excited to continue her
passion for the sport at Taylor
University as the new cheerleading head coach in the program’s
transition from club status to a
varsity sport.
“So excited that this is a varsity
sport. I think that this brings so
much seriousness and high expectations for the program from this
moment on,” Kirby said. “I’ve told
the girls they set the precedent for
the years to come, and so what we
do this year will trickle down in
the years to come.”
Taylor University cheer may
not be on the sidelines of a football game this fall, but Kirby
takes on the exciting challenge of
coaching a new varsity sport and
brings experience and energy to
the program.
She loves the sport and has
a deep passion for the athletes
participating.
Junior cheerleader Kirsten Norman was on the team when it was
a club and is optimistic about
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Hannah Kirby named new
head coach in their transition to a varsity sport.

Kirby’s leadership.
“Coach Hannah is a game
changer for TU Cheer. She’s organized, high spirited, determined,
and she’s got big plans for us this
season. She’s exactly what we
need for our first year going NAIA,”
Norman said.
Kirby’s desire to build a culture
of loving God and others through
the sport of cheer is expressed in

what she brings to the program.
The team has plans to compete in
two to four NAIA cheer and dance
competitions this winter, which
cannot be accomplished without
a certain sense of seriousness and
standard. Kirby has high expectations for the team and is confident
in the talent, both from incoming
athletes and those returning.
Senior cheerleader Hailey Lyon
appreciates Kirby’s commitment
to the team’s growth as both athletes and believers.
“She (Kirby) brings such positive energy to the team and prioritizes the spiritual health of the
team,” Lyon said.
When she is not coaching, Kirby teaches English and AP Psych
at Mississinewa high school where
she graduated from just five years
ago. Going back to her roots as a
teacher and having the opportunity to continue her passion for
cheer as a coach evokes a love and
dedication to the community, students and athletes she pours into.
echo@taylor.edu

SCOREBOARD
Volleyball

9/29 Mount Vernon Nazarene 7 p.m.
9/30 @Indiana Institute of Tech. 7 p.m.
10/3 Saint Francis 2 p.m.

RESULTS FROM TAYLOR
ATHLETICS

Men’s Soccer

Volleyball

9/30 @Saint Francis 7 p.m.
10/3 Grace College 7 p.m.

9/19 Goshen College W 3-0
9/23 Spring Arbor L 1-3

Men’s Soccer

Women’s Soccer

Women’s Soccer

Men’s Golf

9/30 Saint Francis 7 p.m.
10/3 @Grace College 7 p.m.

9/19 Mount Vernon Nazarene L 2-3
9/23 Marian L 1-5

9/19 Mount Vernon Nazarene W 3-2
9/23 Marian L 0-4

9/28 UIndy Invitational 9 a.m.
9/29 UIndy Invitational 9 a.m.

Men’s Cross Country

9/18 Randy Bullock Invitational 4th of 14

Men’s Cross Country

10/3 Louisville Cross Country Classic 10:45 a.m.

Women’s Cross Country

9/18 Randy Bullock Invitational 1st of 14

Women’s Cross Country

10/3 Louisville Cross Country Classic 11:30 a.m.

Trojans run in Bullock Invite Women’s soccer beats MVNU
Harden paces No. 6
ranked Taylor women
Markus Miller
Sports Editor

The Taylor cross country teams
competed in the Ray Bullock Invite
last Friday on their home course.
The women’s team ran to a
52-point victory, while the men’s
team took fourth place after finishing a mere three points behind
second.
Senior Sarah Harden led the
women’s team and finished firstplace overall in the process of
breaking her own program record
with a time of 17:42.6.
“I’ve been having a lot of good
workouts,” Harden said. “I had the
confidence and conviction on Friday, and had my goals and just went
for them.”
The No. 6 ranked women’s team
improved their record to 30-0 on
the season, having won both of
their invites.
Harden was only the beginning
though, as the other four scoring
runners for Taylor finished within
the top-15 giving them an impressive final score of 39 points.
“We have two front runners,
and then a very strong pack,” Head
Coach Quinn White said of his runners on the women’s team. “The
pack is continuing to progress and
as they move forward they put us
in a really good situation to shoot
for the podium.”
Senior Livy Schroder took thirdplace overall and finished second
for the Trojans. Behind her, and
rounding out the top-five for the
Purple and Gold was freshman
Mollie Gamble, junior Giovanna
Domene and sophomore Brooke
Studinicki.
The women’s team finished No. 6 at the NAIA National
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The men’s team took home fourth
place in the Bullock Invite.

Championships last season and are
hoping to finish even better this season, despite Nationals being moved
to the spring.
“As a program, boys and girls
combined, we’re focusing on the
word thankful,” Harden said. “And
then we definitely have more performance-goals for both programs.
Right now we’re just focusing on
conference. It’ll be interesting to
see how this season goes.”
On the men’s side, they were
missing a few of their top runners
but still managed to be in the hunt
for a top-three finish.
Junior Derek Van Prooyen took
fourth-place overall and paced the
Trojans with a time of 25:39.9. Junior Alex Helmuth was close behind with a finishing time of 25:46.7.
Rounding out the top-five was senior Luke Rovenstine, freshman
Quinn Rudy and senior Sam Hardy.
“Even though we weren’t fully
healthy, we still managed to get in
range of finishing second,” White
said. “We want to make sure that
no matter what we’re given healthwise, We still need to be competitive, and we were only three points
off of second.”

Despite the fourth-place finish for
the No. 2 ranked team in the NAIA,
Helmuth stressed the importance
of the “jarheads” being at their best
late in the season and using these
invitationals to gear up.
Helmuth, who finished sixth, is
off to an impressive start this season. The junior broke into Taylor’s
top-five in four races last season and
did not net a top-10 at a race in his
sophomore year. This year, he’s established himself as one of the Trojans’ top runners with two top-10
finishes overall and a 2nd place finish at the Indiana Wesleyan Twilight
Invitational.
He attributed part of his success
this season to his summer, where he
lived on campus and roomed with
Rovenstine.
“I think hanging out together
was one of the biggest factors for
us,” Helmuth said. “We had that accountability, we were able to push
each other.”
With two more invitationals before the Crossroads League Championships, Taylor is hoping to gear
up and put themselves in a position
to win their conference and get to
nationals in April.
While they recognize the challenges of a spring national championship, Helmuth, Harden and
White all mentioned achieving a
program-wide goal of finishing on
the combined-team podium this
spring. However, they stay focused
on the present and remain grateful
for each opportunity to compete.
“We have all recognized just
how thankful we are to be back,”
Helmuth said. “For most of us, the
last time we were running together
was the beginning of March. Just being back and taking full advantage
of running together and working towards a common goal is a huge part
of this year.”
echo@taylor.edu

Taylor starts season
with three wins
Kyle Hayward
Staff Writer

The Taylor women’s soccer
team was back in action last
weekend, picking up a 3-2 win
over the Mount Vernon Nazarene Cougars.
This game brought plenty
of action from start to finish. Just under seven minutes into the game, senior
Morgan Orme fired home the
Trojans’ first goal of the day
off of junior Kate Kortenhoeven’s assist.
Ju st t en mi nut e s l at er,
Orme provided her second
goal contribution of the day
with an assist to junior Erin
Teevans, who finished a oneon-one opportunity against
the MVNU keeper.
With a two-goal lead, the
Trojans seemed to be in complete control of the game, outshooting MVNU almost 2:1.
“ We were playing really
well.” Head Coach Scott Stan
said. “We were executing the
game plan extremely well.”
Right before halftime, the
Cougars managed to pull one
back from a one touch shot
that went in past the left
post. Taylor went into halftime with their lead intact,
but there appeared to be life
left in the game.
Within six minutes after
halftime, MVNU scored the
equali zer. With ab out 40
minutes left to play, the two
Crossroads opponents were
on level pegging.
At this point, the Trojans
needed to shift their strategy.
“I think we all knew we had to

dig deeper and fight harder.”
Sophomore Hannah Dempsey
said.“We stuck together as a
team rather than feeling defeated, and it showed in our
final part of the game.”
Almost 30 minutes passed
by without either team breaking the deadlock. Then, in the
78th minute, Dempsey made
a run out of the back to carry the ball forward and put a
cross into the middle.
After soaring over the defenders, the cross found its
way to the back post, where
Teevans was waiting to gather
the ball and punch it in. This
sequence ended up deciding
the game and made it three
wins out of three for the Trojans this season.
“I knew we had been dominating and deserved the win,
but I just kept thinking we really needed to find the back of
the net.” Dempsey said about
the play leading to her assist.
“Last year we played MVNU in
the first round of the Crossroads league tournament and
lost in penalty kicks. We were
the better team then, and we
were definitely the stronger
team this time around. I saw

my opportunity to join the attack and went for it.”
Following this game, the
Trojans had scored 12 goals
in their first three games,
conceding only two in that
same time period. Their leading scorer for the game was
Erin Teevans, with two goals
on the day and four goals already this season.
Building off of last year’s
p er formance, Co ach Stan
and his team are aiming for
another national tournament
appearance in the Spring.
“ We need to have a really strong conference season.
We’d like to host games in the
conference tournament, and
hopefully turn that into another appearance at nationals,” Stan said.
The Trojans were back in action this Wednesday against
the second ranked team in the
nation, Marian, falling 4-0.
With three nationally
ranked opponents in their
next four games, Taylor certainly has a difficult and exciting run ahead of them, so
make sure to come out and
support the team.
echo@taylor.edu
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Erin Teevans scored two goals against MVNU last Saturday.

Nicole Jung

Alex Helmuth
Cross Country

Golf

Athletes of the Week
979 S. Main St., Upl and, IN

Junior
Monticello, IL
Biochemistry
Beyonce:
[Platinum Edition]
Josh Harden
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Sand Volleyball

•

w w w. ivanho e s . i nfo

•

Year
Hometown
Major

(765) 998-7261

Senior
Santa Cruz, Bolivia
Psychology

Fav o r i t e P u m p - u p
Song/Album

Intentions
by Justin Bieber

Funniest Teammate

Rachel Coers

Fav o r i t e S p o r t B e s i d e s
Your O w n

Ping Pong
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